Abstract-System security has emerged as a premier design requirement. While there has been an enormous body of impressive work on testing integrated circuits (ICs) desiderata such as manufacturing correctness, delay, and power, there is no reported effort to systematically test IC security in hardware. Our goal is to provide an impetus for this line of research and development by introducing techniques and methodology for rigorous testing of physically unclonable functions (PUFs). Recently, PUFs received a great deal of attention as security mechanisms due to their flexibility to form numerous security protocols and intrinsic resiliency against physical and side channels attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Security has recently emerged as a hardware design objective of paramount importance [21] . Hardware needs to be protected since its insecurities can facilitate attacks on the programs and contents running on it. Furthermore, manufacturing of integrated circuits (ICs) by potentially untrusted foundries using possibly untrusted CAD tools or insecure reusable components, and the need to protect the digital rights have raised the alarm for protecting hardware. Security's importance is on par with or even more crucial than testing prominence: while non-functional or incorrectly manufactured designs will not operate or will produce incorrect results, an IC with compromised security may also reveal sensitive information that can be exploited by the adversary.
Most present hardware security techniques use conventional cryptographic protocols to provide security. In traditional cryptographic protocols, secrecy is provided by trapdoor mathematical functions and digital keys that make the protocols resilient to algorithmic attacks. However, digital hardware security keys can be attacked in a number of ways including side-channel analysis, electromigration, imaging and fault injection [7] . A big source of vulnerability is that storage of digital data (including the cryptographic keys) is inherently unsafe.
A few years ago, a group of researchers at MIT proposed physically unclonable functions (PUFs) that can be used in a number of security tasks such as authentication [20] , [10] . In PUFs, the underlying identification is not in digital format; instead, the identifiers (IDs) are implicitly stored in the analog variations of a physical attribute. This results in systems that are stable and impossible to replicate due to their complex physical structure. For example, inherent manufacturing variability in modern and pending silicon technologies inevitably creates PUFs on each IC. In more practical implementations, PUFs are a separate small circuitry with unique timing, power, or other characteristics. It has been demonstrated that PUFs can be used for many digital rights management and cryptographical tasks [10] , [13] , [9] , [5] .
Surprisingly, the security of the proposed and manufactured PUFs has not been fully evaluated. The important observation is that the PUF's security can be addressed both at (i) the design (functional) level, where the goal is to create a structure that for a given manufacturing variability model produces a large percentage of PUFs that pass security tests, and (ii) at the individual IC level, where we check for the security of a particular PUF structure realization.
We have three specific strategic technical goals: (i) Introduction of principals that do not just create a methodology for testing security of PUFs at the functional and the IC level, but also define specific techniques and tools that can be extended to other security hardware. We focus on four broad classes of attacks: predictability, collision, fault-injection, and reverse engineering attacks.(ii) Case study of the test method on popular and widely advocated PUF structures. We analyze two delay-based structures: linear (parallel) and feed-forward. Surprisingly, we show that both structures can be reverse engineered and emulated using the introduced tests. (iii) Creation of the first set of safeguarding techniques to build secure PUFs. The goal is to provide intuition along with a specific PUF structure that is capable of passing the security tests. The quantitative tests indicate drastically higher levels of achieved security with respect to conventional linear and feed-forward PUFs.
To be resilient against the introduced attacks, we propose four tests: (i) predictability, (ii) collision, (iii) sensitivity, and (iv) reverse engineering.Predictability test identifies the difficulty of correctly calculating or predicting the PUF output for a given input. Collision test studies how often two different PUFs produce same outputs to the same given inputs. Sensitivity test ensures that the amount of manufacturing variability is large enough such that a PUF operates in a stable way when the components are imperfect. Reverse engineering test determined the hardness of characterizing the PUF circuit components.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a survey of related literature. The preliminaries are described in Section III. We present our testing methodology in Section IV. The details of application of the methodology to the delay-based PUFs and the results of our security studies are shown in Section V. In Section VI we propose a number of safeguards that alleviate the insecurity of the studied PUFs. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
The concept of using the complex structure of physical phenomena as the enabling building block for security protocols was first proposed by Pappu et al. [20] . The key competitive advantages of the concept are that the complex physical phenomena is unique and practically impossible to clone, while it is inexpensive, admitting no compact mathematical representation, and intrinsically resilient to attacks that aim to extract the digital key, such as, differential side-channel power/delay analysis, and fault injection [7] . The concept was demonstrated by mesoscopic physics of coherent transport through a disordered 3D medium. A set of challenge/response pairs were used to perform authentication tasks.
Gassend et al. [10] introduced delay-based silicon PUFs that leverage intrinsic manufacturing variability of deep submicron technologies. Note that the use of silicon manufacturing variability for security was introduced earlier [18] and was exploited for other applications [15] , [1] , [5] , [4] , [22] . Recently, gate-level characterization of integrated circuits has received a great deal of research interest [24] , [14] because of its importance in IC systems and security [4] , [3] , [2] , and post-silicon optimization [6] . The MIT researchers introduced several different PUF structures, and realized the PUFs on both FPGA and ASICs [16] , [13] . They also introduced the notion of a controlled PUF, where the challenges are intertwined by the logic surrounding the PUF using a hash function [10] . However, a hash function is not a suitable option for many light weight secure applications for at least two reasons. First, the key-based hash functions on small devices can be attacked by side channel techniques. Second, not only the hash functions have large area and power overheads, but also most standard hash functions (e.g., MD5, SHA-1) are implemented using sequential circuits. Therefore, a delay overhead in the order of multiple clock cycles is inevitable. One of the key properties of the delay-based PUF is that the responses are computed within a single clock cycle, enabling a faster authentication and real-time security checks.
A number of novel applications for PUFs were introduced by the original team and many others, including authenticated identification in smart cards, RFID authentication, proof of execution and code running on a specific processor, remote IC enabling and disabling, FPGA security, and securing processors [10] , [11] , [13] , [9] , [5] .
So far, the analysis of PUF's behavior has been very limited. A number of preliminary analysis of model building of linear PUFs were reported [10] . Also, the variations of the implemented circuits under varying voltage and temperature conditions were studied [16] . Information-theoretic analysis of the Pappu's PUFs was performed [27] . To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that conducts statistical analysis of different PUFs structures, and successful reverse engineering of several PUF classes.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Delay-based PUFs
Silicon PUFs utilize the timing variations of CMOS logic components caused by the manufacturing variability to take input (challenge) vectors and then produce random output (response) vectors. The manufacturing variability is inherent in current and pending silicon processes [25] , [8] . The delaybased silicon PUFs have been first proposed in [10] . There are two main reasons why we consider this class of PUFs. First, practical implementations of this structure have been demonstrated on both ASICs and FPGA [16] , [12] . Second, a number of researchers employed this structure for real-life applications, e.g., smart cards, RFID security and privacy, and remote IC activation [11] , [9] , [26] , [1] , [5] , [22] , [2] . Third, the concept can be implemented in pure digital structures and thus, it is easily realizable on FPGAs. This is important because the delay is analog in nature.
The delay-based circuits compare the analog timing differences between a logic path and the clock, or between two logic paths. Implementation of the delay-based structures needs a digital component that translates the analog timing difference to a digital value. Arbiters are used for this translation. An arbiter is a digital components that takes two inputs: the arbiter output is one if its first input arrives earlier than the second, i.e., the path ending at the first arbiter input has a shorter delay. The arbiter output is zero otherwise.
A r b i t e r The basic block of a simple parallel delay-based PUF proposed by Lee et al. [16] is shown in Figure 1 . Generating one-bit of output requires two parallel paths with multiple segments that terminate at an arbiter. There is a 2-input/2-output switch on each path segment. The path segments are equalized to have the same delay, but their delays differ on actual ICs because of the manufacturing variability. The difference between the top and low path delays on the segment n is represented by δ n on the figure. To ensure variations, extra delay elements can be inserted on the paths. The challenges are the selector bits of the switches that can have two values. If the challenge bit selector of a switch is zero, the first output path segment is the continuation of the first input path; otherwise, the corresponding two path segments will be switched. The output bit of the arbiter depends on the challenge inputs to the Paper 31. 3 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCEselectors and will be fixed for one IC. The output (response) bit would be different for the same challenge on various ICs. To have multiple response bits, several parallel paths are used.
B. Attack models
In this section, we define and discuss the possible attacks on PUFs. We also identify the desired properties of PUFs that serve as safeguards against attacks. A physically unclonable function can be considered as a transformation that maps a set of challenges to a set of responses. The challenge/response pair is denoted by CRP. The considered attacks are as follows:
• Prediction attack. An adversary who has access to the PUF or to a partial database of CRPs may attempt to predict the response to a new challenge by studying the probability, conditional probability, or Hamming distances among the observed CRPs.
• Reverse engineering attack. The attacker may attempt to model the input/output behavior of the system by studying a set of CRPs. The reverse engineering attack is most effective when the attacker knows the PUF architecture. To ensure resiliency against this attack, customized tests must be performed on each architecture, since the mathematical model for each PUF architecture is unique.
• Collision attack. Collision occurs if two different challenge sets c 1 and c 2 produce the same response on the PUF. Also, two PUFs may collide on their complete or partial CRP space. For a single PUF, the collision attack is relevant when the PUF is used as a hash function. Since the response (hash value) is used as the fixed length signature of the challenges (plain-text), it is desirable to have a unique signature for each plain-text with a very high probability.
IV. TESTING METHODOLOGY Our testing methodology is dictated by the attack models described in the previous section. More precisely, our methodology covers four tests: A. predictability test; A. Collision test; C. sensitivity test; and D. reverse engineering test. The diagram in Figure 2 shows the flow of each test. After generating the proper challenge (input) vectors, we study the response (output) of the PUF by performing analysis and developing metrics that define the quality of each test. Note that while some of the tests (e.g., predictability) only analyze the input/output relationship without considering the inside structure of the PUF, a few tests exploit PUF's internal structure.
A. Predictability test
Our first set of tests target predictability. The goal of prediction is to find the CRP relationships such that the response to a new challenge can be guessed with higher than random probability.
1) Single bit probability: The single bit tests target each individual response bit. Considering randomness point of view, for each single output bit, the probability of being 0 (or 1) must be 0.5. Otherwise, the attacker may have a chance at predicting the results. Thus, the evaluation metric for this test is deviation from the random case.
2) Conditional probabilities: These sets of tests study the conditional probability of the response bits with respect to the other response bits and with respect to the input. Since there are many output bits and it is infeasible to study the joint probability of all the outputs and inputs, the test is typically restricted to fewer bits. The range of many possible tests in this category includes the probability of each response bit given the occurrence of each challenge bit, the probability of each response bit conditioned on other response bit(s), and the probability of each response bit conditioned on a subset of challenge or response bits. The internal structure of the PUF may be utilized for determining the independent bits. Again, the evaluation metric is defined as the deviation from the case where bits are completely random.
A class of conditional probabilities that is relevant to PUF is the conditional transition probability. The transitional probability targets the probability of a response bit transition, given that a set of challenge or response bits have transitioned from 0 to 1, and vice-versa.
3) Hamming distances: A key predictability factor comes from studying pairs of challenge vectors. For a PUF to be secure, the responses to two challenge vectors that may only differ in one (or a few) bit(s) must be as different as the responses of two completely random challenges. Otherwise, the response to a new challenge vector can be predicted with a higher than random probability. For each PUF under test, we study the relationship between CRPs' Hamming distances (HDs). The density of the response pair's HD vs. the HD of challenges will be analyzed. The deviation of this density compared to the ideal case will be utilized as a metric of predictability.
B. Collision test
This test aims to determine how often a pair of PUFs generate same responses to given challenges. Ideally, if the PUF responses come from uniform distributions, the probability of collision will be only a function of the number of response bits. But in reality the PUF structure can distort the uniformity of responses and introduce a bias.
C. Sensitivity test
This test targets the sensitivity of PUF responses to component imperfections, defects, variations of operational conditions, and ambient noise. For the sensitivity test to work, there is a need to adopt a learn-and-test method. Benchmark studies learn the sensitivity of the PUF to the underlying structure and environmental conditions. While testing, the sensitivity is also tested and compared with the learned benchmark to help diagnose the sensitive parts of the structure.
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D. Reverse engineering test
Most physical systems are composed of a finite number of components. The complex interactions among the finite number of components is what defies the reverse engineering attack. We show that a linear system is breakable by using linear optimization (Section V). Addition of nonlinearities is used as a countermeasure. However, maintaining a partial set of inputs constant could fix the nonlinear parts of the structure and thereby, the other parts may be attacked. 
V. CASE STUDY:TESTING DELAY-BASED PUFS
We apply the testing methodology introduced in Section IV on two delay-based PUF architectures: (i) the structure shown in Figure 1 to which we refer to as parallel PUF, and (ii) a nonlinear variant of the parallel PUF suggested by Lee et al [16] . The inserted nonlinearity is to prevent reverse engineering attack that can model the linear parallel PUF structure in Figure 1 by a polynomial number (with respect to the PUF size) of measurements. The nonlinearity is introduced by inserting feed-forward arbiter(s) (FFA) such that the output of the inserted arbiter is used as a challenge to a forward selector. An example of adding such a feed-forward arbiter is presented in Figure 3 . We call this a feed-forward (FF) PUF structure. The tests reveal a number of security vulnerabilities in the parallel and FF PUFs. In the next section, we introduce a method that can safeguard the PUFs against the diagnosed security holes.
The parallel PUF and FF structures used in our case study consist of 64 and 65 switches respectively. Both structures have 64 input challenges. The FF arbiter input is connected to the switch 20 output and its output goes to switch 40 (i.e., K = 20 and K = 40 in Figure 3 ). Each switch is represented by four delays (two delays in the straight connection and two delays in the cross connection states).
A. Predictability test
In predictability studies, we assume that the delay components come from independent identical Gaussian distributions with μ = 0.5ns and σ = 4ps. The mean and variance are for the 65nm technology [23] . Studies on correlated delay components are presented in Section V-C.
1) Single bit probability: Figure 4 shows the probability of the output bit being equal to 1 for one parallel and one FF 8-bit PUF circuits. Each bar on the x-axis corresponds to a response bit of the PUF. The probability of each output bit being equal to 1 is presented on the barplot, where each bar is computed by simulating 1,000,000 challenges. The sample PUFs show small variations around the random case (probability=0.5).
To find the density of variations over multiple circuit instances, we simulate the probability of a single response, by applying 1000 challenge sets to 50 different circuit realizations. Since the response from each row is independent of others and the same assumptions are valid for each row, the responses have identical independent distributions. Figure 5 presents the resulting probability density of the response bit. The (μ, σ) of the density is (0.5,0.034) for both parallel and FF architectures. The bell-shaped curve is slightly skewed for the FF architecture.
In all of our tests we adopt a learn-and-test methodology where circuits from a sample population are used to find the distribution of the variations. The rest of the circuits are evaluated against the formed density. Outlying bit probabilities are thus an indication of insensitive arbiters or faults.
2) Conditional probabilities: In this study, we first introduce a transformation that ensures each of the challenge bits directly control the position of the connected path component on the top or bottom path. The top path refers to the route that includes the last upper segment, while the bottom path is the one ending at the last bottom segment right before the arbiter (see Figure 1 ). For example, if all the challenge bits are zero the top path consists solely of upper segments. The XOR logic block in Figure 6 maps the user's inputs to the PUF challenge bits. Lets define a transformation function as follows: For a PUF circuit with a single response bit, we simulated the probability of output transition conditioned on the challenge bit transitions. In this experiment, we apply 100 challenge pairs to the PUF that differ in the i-th bit, where i = 1,...,64, and record the number of times that the output transitions. Transitions can happen both from 1 to 0 and from 0 to 1. The result is shown in Figure 7 , where the x-axis presents the flipping challenge bit number, and the y-axis shows the probability of output transition. The challenge bits are in order, from left to right selector on the PUF. The figure shows that the average conditional probability increases to 0.1 in 0.9 as we move from the leftmost challenge bit to the rightmost one. This can intuitively explained as cumulation of switch delays on the way to the arbiter. Interestingly, the added XOR block flattens the slope for both FF and parallel PUF.
The results for 50 PUF realizations are shown in Figure 8 , for parallel PUFs with and without the XOR transformation. Because of space limitation, we do not show the boxplot for the FF PUF but emphasize that the results are similar. Each box in the boxplot represents five numbers that summarize the density: the smallest observation (lower fence), lower quartile (lower box edge), median (middle bar in the box), upper quartile (upper box edge), and largest observation (upper fence). The outliers are indicated by "+" and "." signs below and above the fences.
The test results for the conditional probability of the re- sponse bit value (being equal to 0 or 1) conditioned on the challenge bit value (being equal to 0 or 1) show a flat characteristic for both parallel and FF PUFs ( Figure 9 ). The presented results show prediction vulnerability, as the probability of the response bit transition conditioned on a single challenge bit transition is nonuniform and dependent on the place of the challenge. Adding the transformation circuit makes the conditional probability of transition uniform. 
3) Hamming distances:
We test the delay-based PUF to obtain the probability of output transition conditioned on the Hamming distance (HD) of the challenge pairs. The learnand-test method is utilized to study the density of the output transition for a sample population of 50 PUF circuits. In this experiment, we apply 100 challenge pairs with HD of i to the PUF, where i= 1,...,64, and record the percentage of times when the output transitions. We also test the PUF with the XOR block attached to its input. The results for a single PUF is shown in Figure 10 . The boxplots in Figures 11 and 12 show the distribution of output transition probabilities obtained for 50 PUFs, before and after the XOR transformation. We see that the probability of output transition increases for larger Hamming distances after the XOR transformation. Thus, even though the transformation flattens the probability of output transition conditioned on a single challenge bit, it introduces vulnerabilities for the cases conditioned on challenge pair HDs. 
B. Collision Test
We test the PUF to obtain the collision probability for different PUF structures. For each given challenge, the PUF responses on various chips must form a uniform distribution to yield the minimum collision probability. The nonlinearity introduced by the FF arbiter distorts the uniformity of output responses and causes higher collision probability, even in presence of completely independent delays and perfect arbiters. 
Probability of Output Transition
Challenge Hamming Distance Fig. 12 . The probability of output transition conditioned on challenge pair HD after using the XOR logic block for a population of 50 parallel PUF.
Depending on the PUF circuit structure and the location of nonlinearity, there is a lower bound on collision probability. For a parallel PUF that consists of M response bits (M rows), the minimum collision probability is 1 2 M . For example, if the PUF has 8 output bits, then the collision probability is 1 256 . Figure 13 shows the collision probability for the FF PUF normalized to that of the parallel PUF (z-axis) vs. feedforward arbiter input/output locations. The collision probability will be at least 65 times greater than the parallel PUF when the FF arbiter is placed at (input = 59, output = 64) location (i.e. close to the final arbiter). One way to compensate for this increase in collision probability is to increase the number of responses (PUF rows) to lower the overall collision probability. 
C. Sensitivity test
We now investigate the effect of spatial correlation of delays and arbiter non-ideality. Arbiters may be non-ideal for two reasons: (i) insensitivity to capture small delay differences, characterized by setup/hold times, and (ii) asymmetry in setup/hold times. The former leads to arbiters producing nondeterministic meta-stable responses if the delay differences of the signals at the arbiter input are smaller than the arbiter Paper 31. 3 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCEsetup/hold times. Meta-stable responses vary with environmental fluctuations. Asymmetry in the setup/hold times causes either the 0 or 1 response to be more likely, biasing the PUF output. Figure 14 shows the output bit probability distribution for the parallel and FF PUFs in presence of asymmetry in arbiter setup and hold times. Next, the effect of delays' spatial correction is studied. We employ the multivariate Gaussian distribution introduced by Liu [17] , who uses the exponential correlogram function (e −α ) to model spatial correlations, where α is a correlogram function parameter. Note that for an ideal arbiter, the tests in Sections V-A and V-B yield the same results in presence of different degrees of spatial correction. However it can be seen in Figure 15 , as the degree of correlation among the element delays increases the delay variance at the arbiter input becomes smaller. Thus, for a fixed (non-ideal) arbiter sensitivity, more responses will be meta-stable. Figure 15 shows the delay variance normalized to the independent case versus the degree of spatial correlation. Larger e −α value indicates a stronger level of spatial correlation. The FF and parallel PUFs have the same level of sensitivity to spatial correlations.
In addition to non-ideal arbiters and delay correlations, PUF switches may also suffer from faults and large delays. Figure  16 shows the conditional probability of output transits for the case where a delay outlier is present in switch 20. The case where no outliers are present is also shown for comparison purposes. It can be seen that the probability values show a sharp transition at switch 20. 
where ρ j (.) is defined in Equation Figure 17 shows the modeling accuracy in percentage versus the number of measurements (CRPs) for a population of 50 chips. We see that by using only 3000 CRPs, the adversary can model the PUF with 99% accuracy. The test set in our experiment contains 10000 CRPs.
We also test the susceptibility to reverse engineering in presence of measurement or arbiter errors. In the experiment we use 3000 CRPs, and randomly inject errors in the response measurements. Figure 18 2) Feed-forward PUF: To prevent reverse engineering, Lee et al. [16] suggest adding nonlinearities to the circuit. They insert feed-forward arbiters (FFA) in the path such that the added arbiters provide the challenge to a selector as shown in an example in Figure 3 . The A * arbiter's inputs are coming from stage K. The output of A * is fed-forward to the K +K -th selector challenge bit.
We reverse engineer FFAs in the following way. If we denote the total path delay difference incurred by the signal till the K + K switch with Δ, then
The delay in the segment between the switch K and switch K + 1 is broken down into two parts, δ M +1 and δ * M +1 and therefore the PUF has one more parameter than linear PUF. For the sake of simplicity, the measurement index l (previously defined for Equation 2) is removed. The feed-forward arbiter's result, c K+K , provides another inequality
We also use the following identity that can be directly derived from the definition of ρ j i
Observing that (−1)
is further simplified to
Where ρ
is the parity (XOR results) of the challenges to middle stage. Δ first , Δ middle , and Δ last are the first, middle, and last stage differential delays computed respectively as,
The total delay can now be expressed as
We complete reverse engineering of FF PUF by using the following observations. (i) By fixing the selector bits of the switches in first stage (K first switches), we estimate the delays of switch elements in the middle and last stage by solving an LP problem similar to the one in Section V-D1. However, we need to make two assumptions on the FF arbiter output and the LP would have two solutions. The solutions obtained by using these two In our experiment, the PUF has the structure presented in Figure 3 , where K = 24, K = 20 and N = 64. After reverse engineering the PUF, we validate our model using 10,000 CRPs and measure the accuracy of the modeled PUF. Figure 19 shows the model accuracy versus different number of measurements for 20 PUFs. The first 15,000 CRPs (measurements) are used to estimate the middle and last stage switch delays and the rest are used to estimate the first stage switch delays. Also note that for step (ii), finding the challenge configuration to the middle and last stages that yields the largest and smallest possible delay differences is, in general, an NP-complete problem. But we do not need an exact solution and a rough approximation that gives a very small (large) delay is sufficient. For example, we can try 1000 challenge bit combinations and find the one that gives the minimum delay difference.
VI. SAFEGUARDING THE DELAY-BASED PUFS
In order to overcome security limitations of parallel and FF PUFs, we designed a new, interleaved, PUF structure. It consists of R parallel rows of PUF structures, where R is an even integer. The last challenge bit of the PUFs located in even numbered rows are connected to the first challenge bit of the PUFs in the odd rows. In general, the i-th challenge bit of the PUFs in even rows are connected to the (N − i)-th challenge bit of the PUFs in odd rows where N is the total number of challenges in one row. The outputs are combined using R − input XOR gates and leave-one-out logic so that a structure consisting of R + 1 rows, R 'R − input' XORs generate R outputs. Figure 20 shows an example of the proposed PUF structure with 5 rows.
The interleaved PUF mixes the individual Hamming distances and conditional transitional probabilities using the XOR logic. Figure 21 shows the probability of output conditional transition as a function of the i-th input bit transition for structures mixing outputs of 2, 4, and 8 rows. Also the probability of output transition given the input HD is shown in Figure 22 . The results in these figures are averaged over 50 PUF realizations. The results suggest that as more number of rows are combined, a flatter characteristic will be achieved. The interleaved PUF has another advantage: it exponentially impedes reverse engineering by creating difficulty in discovering the arbiter outputs. For each challenge, there are always two possible arbiter responses which can produce the same output. So, the adversary must resolve the ambiguity in deducing the true PUF arbiter output for a given challenge. A more detailed and thorough analysis of the proposed PUF which is in fact an instance of a broader class of PUFs is given in [19] .
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We introduce the first system of testing approaches for evaluating security of PUFs by classifying the attacks and by developing techniques for testing several PUFs security properties, including predictability, collision, sensitivity, and susceptibility to reverse engineering. Using our methodology, we demonstrate that popular parallel and feed-forward delaybased PUFs are often easy to predict, reverse engineer, and emulate. The technical highlights of the paper are the first nondestructive technique for reverse engineering of PUFs and a new PUF structure that passes the proposed security tests.
